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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are in the Business Understanding stage of the CRISP-DM process.
Which task is part of this stage?
A. Confirmation that the correct model has been chosen
B. Confirmation that the data is adequate for analysis
C. Completion of the Data Description Report
D. Completion of the Project Plan
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/documentation/modeler/16.0/en/
modeler_jython_scripting_automation_book.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Debug -Unable to connect to JMS
Server.com.vmware.vdi.agent.messageserver.Jmsmanager.a(SourceFile:238)
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which three statements about HSRP operation are true? (Choose three.)
A. The HSRP virtual IP address must be the same as one of the router's interface addresses on
the LAN.
B. The HSRP virtual IP address must be on a different subnet than the routers' interfaces on the
same LAN.

C. The virtual IP address and virtual MA+K44C address are active on the HSRP Master router.
D. HSRP supports up to 255 groups per interface, enabling an administrative form of load
balancing.
E. HSRP supports only clear-text authentication.
F. The HSRP default timers are a 3 second hello interval and a 10 second dead interval.
Answer: C,D,F
Explanation:
The virtual MAC address of HSRP version 1 is 0000.0C07.ACxx, where xx is the HSRP group
number in hexadecimal based on the respective interface. For example, HSRP group 10 uses
the HSRP virtual MAC address of 0000.0C07.AC0A. HSRP version 2 uses a virtual MAC address of
0000.0C9F.FXXX (XXX: HSRP group in hexadecimal) All routers in a HSRP group send hello
packets. By default, the hello timer is set to 3 seconds and the dead interval is 10 seconds. The
range for HSRP version 1 is from 0 to
255. The range is for HSRP version 2 is from 0 to 4095. The default value is 0. For this question, it
is assumed that Cisco is referring to HSRP version 1 as the other options are not correct.
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